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Euribor-EBF announces Authorised Vendor list for new fee liable model
On 1st October 2013, Euribor-EBF announced that it intends to provide a “data package” of
industry benchmarks on a fee liable basis from 1st January 2014.
Euribor-EBF data has been a free of charge service since its inception and from 1st January,
2014 Euribor-EBF’s “data package” of financial benchmarks (Euribor®, Eonia®, Eonia Swap
Index® and Eurepo®) will be subject to a fee-for-access based on a tiered subscription model.
Delayed benchmarks will be available on the Euribor-EBF website from the 1st January, 2014
at no charge.
Over the last year, Euribor-EBF has made substantial progress on reforming the Euribor
benchmark. These reforms aim to ensure the ongoing integrity and reliability of the
benchmarks for all financial market participants. “This has involved significant investments
in systems and surveillance to meet the new regulatory oversight and governance
requirements” commented Guido Ravoet, Chief Executive of Euribor-EBF, “and this cost
needs to be transferred to the end-users of the benchmarks on a user pays basis”.
Live access to the Euribor-EBF benchmarks ((Euribor®, Eonia®, Eonia Swap Index® and
Eurepo®) will only be permitted via a new fee liable system, with the “data package” being
provided only by Authorised Information Vendors.

Euribor-EBF is pleased to announce its current list of Authorised information vendors.
Authorised Vendor list as of March 2014:



















Thomson Reuters
Bloomberg
QUICK Corp
Markit (for common customers only)
Six Financial Group
Interactive Data Corporation (IDC)
ClassEditori
Vereinigte Wirtschaftsdienste AG (VWD)
Reval
Treasuryview
Sungard MarketMap
ARZ
FactSet
Rimes
BlackRock
Xignit Inc
SuperDerivatives

Banks and non-banks that wish to continue to access to the Euribor-EBF benchmark data after
the 1st March, 2014 are encouraged to go to www.euribor-ebf.eu and to subscribe to a licence
Vendors that wish to become Authorised Vendors of the “data package” can contact
subscriptions@euribor-ebf.eu for details and terms.

Yours sincerely,

Guido Ravoet
Euribor-EBF Chief Executive
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